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IT F IR EE DC

At the recent AGM it was announced 
that a new Institute under the patronage 
of ICMA has been registered. Many at 
the AGM wanted to know more about 
this ICMA initiative. The principal object 
of the IACRA is to develop, manage and 
maintain a comprehensive independent information sources including annual 
rating system that measures, evaluates reports, to evaluate an organisations, 
and reports a listed company's 5-STAR mission, objectives, key strategies, 
performance against national and policies, implementation practices and 
internationally accepted reporting results achieved in an organisation's 5-
benchmarks and standards; and is STAR reporting practises; in order to 
designed to recognise and encourage assess the quality of the reports and to 
transparent reporting of economic, ensure overall integrity and credibility of 
environmental, social, governance and data.
empowerment practises and standards. 
This follows the extensive research It is clear that to implement such a rating 
conducted by the ICMA and published in regime, external assurance of the 
both On Target and its research journal, information and data collected for the 
the Journal of Applied Management purpose of 5-STAR performance rating 
Accounting Research. and reporting will be required, whether 

directly or through external competent 
The principal objective of the IACRA is groups or individuals. Thus IACRA will 
to establish performance management establish an education and training 
objectives, measures and targets to program to provide its members with the 
assess and rate the level of 5-STAR necessary resources, technologies and 
performance of organisations and information to enable them to 
industries. IACRA will provide a participate in, and have the benefit of, 
framework for measuring and reporting an independent, reliable and easily 

TM5-STAR performance against accepted accessible 5-STAR Reporting Index .
key economic, environmental and 
social, governance and employee IACRA hopes to educate, train and 
empowerment indicators. certify individuals so that they can 

professionally collect and disseminate 
To undertake such a task, IACRA data from a range of available sources 
researchers will collect and disseminate including analysis of internal audit 
data from a range of publicly available systems including key strategies, 
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policies and practices to ensure overall integrity and credibility Equation 1: 
of reported data in organisations. These certified 

ROA = Net Income / Average Total Assets
professionals will also be able to advise on technical, 
administrative and regulatory issues related to the 5-STAR 

TM
Reporting Index ; undertake 5-STAR performance 

The benefit of the ROA measure is that it incorporates the monitoring and to provide an independent forum to canvas 
operating aspects into a single performance measure. The and consider regulatory proposals, policy and best practices 

TM company Du Pont introduced the ROI measure in the early 
related to the 5-STAR Reporting Index . They will also aid 

1900s and developed what has become known as the Du-
organisations in the development of facilities, methods and 

Pont Ratio Tree (See Figure 1 ) from which managers are 
systems to achieve an efficient, independent and reliable 5-

able to identify the means to improve their ROA statistic, TM
STAR Reporting Index  rating.

and the subsequent decisions for improving their 
performance as measured by ROA.

IACRA hopes to conduct public programs including education 
programs, social and community programs and research 

TMprograms in fields relevant to the 5-STAR Reporting Index ; 
Figure1 : Du-Pont Ratio Tree and to produce, edit, publish, issue, sell, circulate and 

preserve reports, periodicals, books, circulars and other 
literary matters as are conducive to the principal object of the 
IACRA.

This will require close collaboration and the establishment and 
maintenance of  relationships with corporations, entities, 
associations, foundations, institutions, organisations and 
groups including Federal, State and Local Government 
instrumentalities, authorities and professionals that have 
related interests to the IACRA and utilise their resources and 
facilities to provide and achieve the principal object of the 
IACRA.

Though return on investment is a fundamental measure of 
performance that has become a primary criteria in 
investment and management decisions, the use of these 
traditional accounting-based measures has some 
fundamental problems with respect to the way they are 
reported in financial statements, and, may lead to some 
behavioural problems with respect to the managers who are 
measured against them.  Management incentives are often 
linked to management's ability to beat ROI, but this lacks a Traditional Financial Accounting Based Measures
mechanism for judging whether their activities create returns 
to shareholders.“Business performance measurement used to be a simple 

affair. Aggregate financial measures such as ROI and EPS 
Value-Based Measuresprovided simple, if crude, indicators of a firm's achievements”

The value of a firm is a function of future cash flows and Traditionally, performance measurement has emphasised 
the cost of capital. While, the accounting based measures accounting earnings with the argument that a firm's earnings is 
of performance reward managers for exceeding a an indicator into its current and potential cash generating 
budgeted ROI or Net Profit targets, this can often be ability. However, many criticise these as being flawed because 
achieved by making decisions that do not optimise value. they do not consider the capital and resources needed to 
Value based measures have become popular because generate that income. To overcome this issue, companies 
they reward managers for investing in projects where the began calculating Return on Investment (ROI) which 
expected future cash flows exceeds the cost of capital, compares operating income to invested capital linking the 
and since this, by definition, means that the returns will be Income Statement with the Balance Sheet.
better than the returns shareholders can get in any 'risk' 
comparable investment, then shareholder wealth will be In calculating ROI, accountants consider two types of 
maximised. Three popular measures, Net Present Value investment: Equity and Total Assets. Return on total assets is 
(NPV), Economic Profit (EP) and Residual Income (RI) are a wider measure than Return on Equity that can be 
briefly summarised now.represented by Equation 1 :

CEO Online Access Free Subscription to Invaluable Business Resource

We have the pleasure to announce that ICMA members 
have the privilege of FREE access to CEO Institute’s 
STANDARD subscription which includes e-newsletters, 
expert talk articles, case studies, business tips, etc.,  
which is worth nearly $100 per year. CEO Online is a 
24/7 global centre of learning, providing the latest in 
management thinking from around the world.  ICMA 
invites members to register for FREE SUBSCRIPTION to 

the total business resources of the CEO Online web site –   

It takes only a few minutes to complete this registration by clicking on 
. Scroll down and please select 

the “Other” subscription level from the drop-down list, and enter the Sponsor 
id – icma – when requested. 
Upon successfully completing the registration form, you will receive email 
confirmation of your complimentary CEO Online subscription.

ICMA members who are registered as CEO Online subscribers are eligible to win 
A$1,000 (or the jackpot) when they successfully play and win CEO Online's 
business game, Who wants to be a CEO? Visit 

 for more details.

www.ceoonline.com

http://www.ceoonline.com/forms/register.aspx

http://www.ceoonline.com/business_game.aspx
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Net Present Value (NPV)
Residual Income is an accounting 
application of the EP concept. McKinsey 

The first value measure to address is Net 
and Company use EP as a performance 

Present Value (NPV) which, is a capital 
measurement. It can be shown the way 

investment tool used to discount the future 
they define EP (Equation 3) is that it can be 

cash flows of an investment into present day 
estimated by the difference between ROI 

dollars by applying a discount rate equal to 
and the cost of capital and is essentially a 

the weighted average cost of capital 
version of Residual Income:

(WACC). Comparing this calculated NPV 
with the initial capital outlay determines 
whether the investment creates value or not. 

Equation 3 :The importance of this to performance 
measurement is that since the primary goal EP = (ROI –Cost of capital) * Capital 
of an organisation is to maximise Invested = Residual Income.
shareholder value, the fundamental method 

®of calculating value is by incorporating a The popular Economic Value Added (EVA ) 
NPV model into the decision making measure developed by 1980s by New York 
process. It is here that the future oriented consultants Stern Stewart and Co as an 
role of the management accountant is indicator of returns to shareholders is often 
highlighted in the area of performance seen as an extension of the EP concept. 
management, in providing decision making These 'Value-Metr ic '  performance 
information to enhance future net-cash measurement approaches wil l  be 
flows and obtain finance at the lowest discussed in the next issue of On Target.
possible cost.

Economic Profit (EP) and Residual Income 

(RI)

EP as defined by economists is total 
revenue minus opportunity cost where 
opportunity cost is the explicit (accounting 
costs) and implicit costs, which are the 
costs of not pursuing the next best 
alternative. In the business world, these 
implicit costs are generally considered to 
be the cost of capital (Kimball, 1998). 
Peter Drucker nicely summed up the 
difference between accounting profits and 
EPs when he said, “What we generally call 
profits, the money left to service equity, is 
usually not profits at all. Until a business 
returns a profit that is greater than the cost 
of capital, it operates at a loss.” EP is a 
dollar (or absolute) measure calculated as 
shown in Equation 2 

Equation2 :
 EP = after-tax operating income - (capital 

invested * cost of capital)
EP differs from Net Income because it 

includes the total cost of debt and equity 
whereas Net Income includes only the 
interest expense associated with debt. 

Therefore, the significance of EP to 
financial performance measurement is that 

it reveals the net contribution to value.

In the next issue of On Target we will 
explore Value Metrics

Performance Measurement Metrics
Snapshot Series 2

On Target continue another  series of Snapshots on 

a particular theme over many issues. 
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